Get party ready with L’Action Paris essentials

With the warmer months coming up, party season is nearly here and L’Action has you covered with its party prep essentials to prepare your skin to
look fabulous all season long. Marketing Coordinator of McGloins Supertex, Shima Shahbazi says, “When summer comes and Christmas parties
start, it’s important we remember to look after our skin and not leave it as our last priority. It’s best to get in early, start the prep now to revive your skin
from the cooler months and put your best self forward! We also need to remember to drink enough water and try to get eight hours sleep on nights
where you can.” L’Action Paris – Youth Boosting Night Mask – RRP $4.95 Get plumper, revitalised skin overnight thanks to our youth-boosting night
mask. Enriched with soothing, antioxidant cranberry oil and anti-inflammatory spirulina extract renowned for its anti-ageing properties, this mask gives
skin a real anti-ageing boost! The hyaluronic acid contained in its innovative formula ensures skin stays moisturised and supple. Apply a thin layer in
the evening and rinse off in the morning and say hello to fresh, glowing skin! L’Action Paris – Soft Lip Scrub – RRP $19.95 Gently exfoliate your lips
with this gourmet scrub as sugar crystals effectively exfoliate the skin on your lips. Enriched with soothing and nourishing argan butter, almond butter
and jojoba oil, this scrub leaves lips soft, smooth and plumped. Its slanted applicator allows you to easily apply the scrub directly to your lips using a
gentle rotating motion. The sugars and butters in the scrub will prepare your lips so you have perfect pouting party lips! L’Action Paris – Eye Bag
Minimiser – RRP $16.95 Made with plant extracts derived from the pea, the Eye Bag Minimiser produces an instant toning effect. Combined with
medicating green tea and Ginkgo Biloba, this cream will lessen the appearance of tired eyes and bags under the yes. Its natural active compounds
will help to remodel the area around the eye as well as dark rings and clear bags within a few weeks. Eyes will appear brighter and the skin softer and
firmer. It is recommended to take a small amount of the cream onto a clean finger and gently rub over the contour of the eye so the skin fully absorbs
the product. About L’Action Paris: Currently sold in over 40 countries on four continents around the world, there are over 50 different products that are
available in Australia. All products in the collection include natural active ingredients, are developed in their Paris laboratory, are dermatologically
tested and are NOT tested on animals. L’Action Paris is available online: www.mcgloins-supertex.com.au @lactionparis_au
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